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ABSTRACT
Recent research into human origins has largely focused on deducing past events and processes from
current patterns of genetic variation. Some human genes possess unexpectedly low diversity, seemingly
resulting from events of the late Pleistocene. Such anomalies have previously been ascribed to
population bottlenecks or selection on genes. For four species of matrilineal whale, evidence suggests
that cultural evolution may have reduced the diversity of genes which have similar transmission
characteristics to selective cultural traits, through a process called cultural hitchhiking. Cultural evolution
is characteristic of human societies and so should be considered as a potential determinant of human
genetic diversity. A stochastic simulation of gene and cultural dynamics in an array of hunter-gatherer
tribes shows that cultural selection has the potential to severely reduce genetic diversity if: inter-tribe
gene flows are reasonably low (<~0.6-15 genes/tribe/generation); cultural evolution changes fitness by
>~0.3-3%/generation; and fitness is changed more by cultural innovation within a tribe than cultural
assimilation from neighboring tribes. Thus cultural hitchhiking may explain low diversity and short
coalescence times in mitochondrial and, especially, Y-linked human genes.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent research into human origins has largely focused on deducing past events and processes from
current patterns of genetic variation (Bertranpetit 2000; Harpending et al. 1998). While there is general
agreement from these studies that anatomically modern humans evolved in Africa very roughly 200,000
years ago, a number of unexpected results have emerged (Disotell 1999). They include a quite recent
common mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), female, ancestor (Cann et al. 1987; Vigilant et al. 1991). Our
common Y-chromosome, male, ancestor seems even more remarkably recent (Seielstad et al. 1999;
Shen et al. 2000; Thomson et al. 2000; Underhill et al. 2000). Compared with other apes, we have,
despite our large current population, relatively low effective mtDNA and Y-chromosome population
sizes (Gagneux et al. 1999; Stone et al. 2002) and a low ratio of mtDNA diversity to nuclear
heterozygosity (Wise et al. 1997). Furthermore, different patterns of human evolution are suggested by
different genetic markers or by the same marker in different regions (Harpending and Rogers 2001;
Harris and Hey 1999). For instance, there is a lack of evidence for population expansion in some
modern hunter-gatherers, but an expansion, clearly evident in the patterns of genetic variation of other
groups of humans, occurred when all, or almost all, humans were hunter-gatherers (Excoffier and
Schneider 1999). Scientists have tried to explain such anomalous results in a number of ways, especially
invoking population bottlenecks or selection on genes (Harding 1999; Harpending and Rogers 2001;
Harpending et al. 1998). However, these explanations are not always satisfactory (Harding 1999;
Harpending and Rogers 2001) and Harding (1999) suggests that a different perspective and new models
of human origins may be needed.
A potentially important factor is gene-culture coevolution. It is clear that, in humans, genes and
culture have coevolved (Feldman and Laland 1996), but this is at most briefly alluded to in most recent
discussions of the genetic evidence for human origins. Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues argue that
cultural innovations have led to expansions of some human populations, which left clear imprints on the
current geography of human genes (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1993, 1994). Concentric contours of gene
frequency surround the sites of major cultural innovations which gave certain groups of humans selective
advantages, and so allowed them to expand at the expense of neighboring populations (Cavalli-Sforza et
al. 1993, 1994). Archaeological and linguistic evidence suggest that, in pre-agricultural hunter-gather
populations, cultural innovations triggered the spreads of populations of humans in which the innovations
occurred (Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982). Such events may have affected other attributes of human
population genetics in addition to geographic pattern.
In four species of whale with remarkably low mtDNA diversity, Whitehead (1998) has
suggested that matrilineally-transmitted cultural innovations may have given certain matrilineal groups a
selective advantage, allowing them to outcompete other groups, and so eventually reducing mtDNA
variation in the population. When neutral or nearly-neutral genes and selectively advantageous cultural
traits are being transmitted in parallel (Αsymmetrically≅ in the terminology of Boyd and Richerson 1985)
genetic diversity may be reduced by this process which has been called Αcultural hitchhiking≅
(Whitehead 1998) as it is analogous to genetic hitchhiking (in which a selectively advantageous gene
reduces the diversity of its linked neighbor; Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974).
Here, we explore whether cultural hitchhiking might have been responsible for some of the
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apparent anomalies in human genetic variation. These anomalies seem to date from times (~10,000200,000 ybp) when most, if not all, humans were hunter-gatherers. Therefore, the potential for cultural
hitchhiking is examined within the context of what is known of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherer societies.
In contrast to the matrilineal, sympatric whale societies modeled in the first exploration of cultural
hitchhiking (Whitehead 1998), late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers seem to have been largely patrilineal and
territorial, although there was likely considerable variation between places and with time (Lewin 1998).
Richerson and Boyd (1998) argue that strong cultural structuring of human populations has been
essential in the evolution of human ultrasociality, and suggest that a substantial proportion of recent human
evolution has been governed by competition for resources among culturally homogeneous human groups.
Soltis et al. (1995) use both theoretical considerations and empirical data to conclude that cultural group
selection should be considered as a potentially important evolutionary force in human populations.
Cultural group selection within human populations also forms an underlying theoretical framework for
some anthropologists and macro-sociologists (Lenski et al. 1995). Our model follows this approach,
and includes tribe-based demography with extinctions, competition for resources between tribes, intertribe flows of genes and culture, genetic mutation and cultural evolution. The model is a special case of
the general models of genetic variation in subdivided populations described by Whitlock and Barton
(1997), with the important additions of inter-tribe competition for resources and the dynamics of fitness
change caused by cultural innovation. By varying the demographic, genetic and cultural parameters of the
model, it is possible to outline the conditions under which cultural hitchhiking might have reduced the
genetic diversity of a population of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers. In any population, genes with
distinct transmission characteristics (mitochondrial, Y-linked, X-linked, or autosomal) may have different
effective population sizes and inter-tribe movement rates. Thus, the model is general with respect to gene
type, allowing the likelihood of cultural hitchhiking to be assessed for different genes depending on their
effective population sizes and movement rates.
THE MODEL
The model used is a stochastic simulation of gene and cultural dynamics in an array of tribes, each of
which is homogeneous culturally but not necessarily genetically.
The habitat
Tribes are arranged on an s by s square grid of habitats. Thus there are s2 tribes, and each has a
maximum of eight neighboring tribes (diagonal neighbors are included). Each square habitat, i (to simplify
notation, a single suffix is used to represent elements of a square array), has a fixed (through time)
resource availability ui (the equilibrium population that can be supported by these resources). Given an
initial mean population size (of genes) per tribe, P, the {ui}=s are randomly produced by a log-normal
distribution with mean P and standard deviation 1.5P. The potential resources available to the tribe on
habitat i are:
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U i = u i + f. ∑ u j

(1)

j∈M (i )

where M(i) are the neighboring habitats to habitat i, and f describes the relative importance of resources
in neighboring habitats compared with a tribe=s own habitat. With low f, tribes depend principally on the
resources within their own habitat, and there is little competition. As f rises, so does the competition
between neighboring tribes.
At generation t (t=1...T), there are n(i,t,x) copies of genotype x on habitat i, so that the
population of genes of the tribe on habitat i is p(i,t)=Σ n(i,t,x). When considering an autosomal locus,
then p will be approximately twice the effective population size of the tribe; for mtDNA or Y-loci, p will
be the effective number of breeding females or males respectively. The following events take place at
each simulated generation: inter-tribe migration, cultural evolution, cultural assimilation, reproduction, and
genetic mutation.
Inter-tribe migration
At the start of each generation, a number of genes are exchanged between neighboring tribes. If m
(0<m<1) is roughly the rate of gene flow into or out of a tribe per generation (the true rate, m=, was
calculated from runs of the model), the number of genes of type x moving from tribe i to neighboring tribe
j is:
g ( i, j, x ) = m/8 . n (i, t, x) .

p ( j,t )
p(i ,t )

(2)

This formulation means that the number of migrants between neighboring tribes is proportional to the
geometric mean of their population sizes, that there is no net change in tribe population sizes [as Σ
g(i,j,x) = Σ g(j,i,x) = m/8./(p(i,t).p(j,t))], and that proportionally more breeders move from small tribes,
and fewer from large tribes, as in Birdsell=s (1966) suggestion for Pleistocene hunter-gatherers. In the
very rare cases where application of equation 2 resulted in more genes moving from a tribe than were
present in it, it is replaced by:
p( j,t )
p (i, t )

g ( i, j, x ) = n (i, t, x) .

∑

k∈M ( i )
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p( k,t )
p (i, t )

(3)

In these cases, migration is asymmetric, with more genes moving into the very small tribe than out of it.
Cultural evolution
Each tribe, and all its members, have a culturally-determined fitness w(i,t), which specifies how well the
tribe competes with neighboring tribes for the available resources (Ui). Cultural evolution is defined by
two parameters, the frequency (?) and magnitude (s) of cultural innovations (which are assumed to
spread through a tribe within a generation), so that:

w(i, t + 1) =

w( i,t ) with probabilit y 1 - ρ
| w(i, t ). N(1, σ ) | with probabilit y ρ

(4)

where N(1,s) is a normal random variable with mean 1.0 and standard deviation s. Thus, roughly once
every 1/? generations, a tribe produces a cultural innovation which changes its fitness by a factor with
mean 1.0 and standard deviation s. In this formulation, the approximate significance of the cultural
innovations is given by s (high s indicating that cultural innovations have a major effect on fitness), and
cultural innovations can have positive or negative effects on fitness. The relative incidence and
importance of negative, as opposed to positive, innovations, is unknown. Therefore, the model was also
run with a modification so that all innovations had a positive effect on fitness (in equation 4, the new
fitness when there is an innovation is given by w(i,t).(1+|N(0,1.67.s)|) (which has standard deviation
w(i,t).s), rather than |w(i,t) . N(1,s)|).
Cultural assimilation between neighboring tribes
Cultural assimilation between neighboring tribes was added in some runs of the model. At each
generation, each tribe, i, has a probability a of receiving cultural input from its most culturally advanced
neighboring tribe:
w(i , t + 1) =

w( i, t ) with probabilit y 1 - α
(1 - β ).w(i, t ) + β . max [ w( j,t ) : j = i , j ∈ M ( i)] with probabilit y α

(5)

Thus, a is the frequency of cultural assimilation, and ß its magnitude.
Reproduction and extirpation
Neighboring tribes compete for resources, so that the ability of tribe i to exploit resources is proportional
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to the product of its population size and its fitness, w(i,t).p(i,t). Then the total pressure on Ui, the
resources being exploited by tribe i, is w(i,t).p(i,t)+f.Sw(j,t).p(j,t) [summing over neighboring tribes],
and a particular gene receives an average of
w(i,t).Ui/[w(i,t).p(i,t)+f.Sw(j,t).p(j,t)] resources which determine its contribution to the next generation.
So the number of genes of a given type x in tribe i in the following generation is given by:


n( i,t, x ).w(i, t ) .U i


n (i, t + 1, x) = Po 
w(i, t ) .p(i, t ) + f . ∑ w( j,t ).p ( j,t ) 


j∈ M (i )



(6)

where Po(z) is a Poisson variable with mean z. In this model, if all tribes have equal fitness, then their
populations, {p(i,t)}, approximate the resource values of their habitats, {ui}. However, a tribe
surrounded by fitter neighbors will tend to shrink, while one with a cultural fitness advantage will tend to
grow, processes for which there is some empirical justification in the anthropological literature (Soltis et
al. 1995).
If, after inter-tribe migration (equation 2) and reproduction (equation 6), a tribe is extirpated
(p(i,t)=0), then its habitat is repopulated by the neighboring tribe with the highest net fitness [p(j,t).
w(j,t)], with 1/9 of the population of the source tribe moving to the empty habitat, and proportional
numbers from each genotype in the source tribe. The initial cultural fitness of the new tribe is that of the
source tribe, but, in subsequent generations, their cultures evolve independently. This part of the model is
a substantial simplification of the varied scenarios in which tribes could supplant each other from a
habitat. However, it contains elements which are both essential to the process of cultural hitchhiking and
consistent with the ethnographic evidence for primitive societies: Αdefeated≅ tribes were often either
extinguished, forced to migrate from their habitat, or, if members were assimilated into surrounding tribes,
they tended to have low reproductive success; and new tribes were formed by fission of successful tribes
(Soltis et al. 1995).
Mutation
Each gene in each generation has probability µ of mutating into a totally new genotype (different at one
base pair from the old genotype, when considering mtDNA). There are no back mutations.
Procedure for running model
For any set of non-cultural model parameters (s, f, m, µ, P), the resource availabilities of the habitat,
{ui}, were simulated as described above (log-normal(P, 1.5P)). Then the initial gene population of each
tribe was randomly chosen to approximately equal the resource availability of its habitat, as given by
p(i,1)=N(ui, 0.1.ui). Initially all individuals were genetically identical, and all tribes had a cultural fitness
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(w(i,1)) of 1. The model was then run without cultural evolution (?=0) until, at TC generations, the
overall genetic diversity of the entire population first exceeded the expected equilibrium genetic diversity
given an infinite allele model (using formulae from Birky et al. 1983), and then for another TC generations
to produce a population with a genetic structure close to that expected at drift-mutation equilibrium. At
this stage, the genetic structure of the culturally undifferentiated population (given by {n(i,2TC,x)}) was
saved.
To investigate cultural hitchhiking, each of these populations was then run 100 times for 200
further generations, under a variety of modes of cultural evolution (determined by a, ß, ? and s).
The significance of cultural hitchhiking for a particular set of population parameters was evaluated
by the change in genetic diversity of the whole population over the 200 test generations averaged over
the 100 runs. The proportion of model runs with a particular set of parameters in which genetic diversity
was reduced by 50% or more was used to indicate the probability of cultural hitchhiking. Nucleotide
diversity was also examined for the case of mtDNA, but results were similar to those for
haplotype/genotype diversity and are not presented here.
The model was constructed and run using MATLAB5.2.
Parametrization
Initial non-cultural parameters were s=6 (i.e. 36 tribes); f=0.2; P=20, 60, or 180 genes/tribe; m=0.01,
0.04, or 0.16 genes/tribe/generation; µ= 2.10-4/generation (or 10-6 at 200 base pairs for mitochondrial
DNA, except µ= 2.10-3/generation for P=20 to give reasonable population genetic diversity). These
represent a total initial population varying from about 720-6,500 gene copies (~s2.P). In each of these
scenarios, 10 modes of cultural evolution were examined with no cultural assimilation between tribes
(a=0): ?=0 (control, no cultural evolution), and all combinations of ?=0.025, 0.05, 0.10 and s=0.02, 0.1,
0.5. The same set of parameter combinations were used in an environment where all cultural innovations
were positive. Cultural assimilation was then added both to the initial model and that with just positive
innovations (a=0.01, 0.02 , 0.04, 0.08 and 0.16; ß=0.2, 0.5 and 1.0; s=6; f=0.2; µ= 2.10-4/generation;
P=60; m=0.01; ?=0.025 (just positive innovations) or 0.10 (positive/negative innovations) and s=0.5).
Additional runs of the model tested its sensitivity to parameter variation (see Appendix).
Actual rates of migration between neighboring habitats were found to be m==0.72m for the 6x6
array, and m==0.81m for a 10x10 array (the difference being as expected given the larger proportion of
edge habitats with fewer neighbors in the smaller array).
RESULTS
Runs of the model showed that reduction of genetic diversity was a frequent, but not always predictable,
consequence of cultural evolution under some parameter combinations. The reduced diversity is
consistent with Whitlock and Barton=s (1997) general result that variation in reproductive success
among demes in a structured population decreases genetic diversity. The reduction in diversity was little
affected by changes in mutation rates or the number of tribes in the population, but was generally greater
with increased competition among tribes for resources. Four factors accounted for most variation in the
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degree of reduction in genetic diversity (see Appendix): the cultural evolution rate (?.s, the product of the
frequency and magnitude of cultural innovations); the mean number of genes transferring from a tribe in
each generation (Nm=P.m=, the product of the mean tribe size and the migration rate); whether cultural
innovations could have negative effects on fitness; and the importance of cultural assimilation (indicated
by the ratio of the sum of absolute changes in fitness caused by assimilation to those caused by
innovation; this ratio was close to 0.47.aß/?s).
With all sets of parameters and variants investigated (except cultural assimilation), there was a
substantial (>50%) average decrease in genetic diversity after 200 generations of cultural evolution if the
cultural evolution rate was greater than about 0.013/generation, and less than a mean of 0.5 gene
transferred out of a tribe per generation (Fig. 1). With just positive innovations, these conditions were
relaxed to cultural evolution rates greater than about 0.005/generation and gene transfer rates less than
about 3/generation. Adding cultural assimilation among neighboring tribes to the model had little effect
when less than 25% of fitness change was caused by assimilation (Fig. 2). However, when the
assimilation rate was greater than the innovation rate, there was much less of a reduction in genetic
diversity (Fig. 2). For genetic diversity to be substantially (>50%) reduced within 200 generations with
high probability, then inter-tribe gene flows had to be lower than ~0.6 genes/tribe/generation, cultural
evolution had to change a tribe=s fitness by more than ~2.8%/generation, and cultural assimilation
needed to be considerably less important than cultural innovation (Table 1). However, cultural
hitchhiking could still occur, but less reliably, when these conditions were relaxed to mean inter-tribe gene
flows of up to ~15 genes/tribe/generation, cultural evolution rates as low as 0.3%/generation, and with
assimilation being up to twice as important as innovation (Table 1). If all innovations had a positive effect
on fitness, then genetic diversity was more easily reduced (Fig. 1, Table 1).
In these simulations, the results of cultural hitchhiking were unpredictable, even with an initial
population structure and set of parameters. For instance, using a set of parameters which gave
substantial cultural hitchhiking (P=60; s=6; f=0.2; µ= 10-4/generation; m=0.01; ?=0.05 and s=0.5), the
mean reduction in genetic diversity was 79%. However, for 21 of the 100 runs of the model with
identical initial population structures the reduction in diversity after 200 generations was less than 50%,
and for 62 runs it was greater than 90%.
DISCUSSION
In one respect the model is conservative, as runs only considered 200 generations, or perhaps 4,000
years, and conditions suitable for cultural hitchhiking could have persisted over much greater time
periods. Human cultural evolution generally decelerates as we look back through prehistory and history
(Klein 1999), so that there is probably some point in the past before which the rate of cultural evolution
was too low for cultural hitchhiking to be feasible (Fig. 1). Conversely, as cultures evolved, there were
increases in both tribe sizes and migration rates because of developments such as horticulture and the use
of animals for transport (Lenski et al. 1995), so increasing the inter-tribe gene flow, and reducing the
likelihood of cultural hitchhiking (Fig. 1). Thus, there may have been a window in human prehistory
(perhaps different in different geographical areas) for cultural hitchhiking, when cultures were evolving
sufficiently fast but had not yet led to a substantial increase in inter-tribe gene flows. We do not know
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how long this window was (or even if it really existed), so it is perhaps appropriate that we were
conservative in just considering 200 generations.
The model is based upon what we can reasonably infer about human societies in the late
Pleistocene. It assumes cultural evolution, that cultural traits affect fitness, and that culturally advanced
tribes outcompete and replace others, processes for which there is abundant evidence. Like all other
models of natural systems, this model is a simplification. However, substantial modifications to the model
and its parameters (see Appendix) caused only quite small changes to the general conditions under which
cultural hitchhiking occurred, indicating that somewhat similar conditions may have regulated the effects
of cultural evolution on genetic diversity among prehistoric humans.
So, are these conditions likely to have been operating among human populations of the late
Pleistocene? Despite considerable uncertainty, and undoubtedly great variability (Kelly 1995), it is
generally assumed, following Birdsell (1966), that mean tribe sizes were about 500 individuals, with an
effective population size of approximately 175. This translates into mean tribal gene populations of about
87 for mtDNA and Y-linked genes, 257 for X-linked genes and 350 for autosomal genes. Tribes of
hunter-gatherers are, and were, very largely patrilineal with little transfer of breeding males between
tribes. In contrast, breeding females do transfer. Tindale (1953) estimated the mean rate of inter-tribe
marriages among Australian aboriginals to be about 15%, principally females transferring to neighboring
tribes. These data suggest rates of inter-tribe gene flow per generation of about 13 mtDNA genes, <1
Y-linked gene, 26 X-linked genes, and 26 autosomal genes. This implies that the first condition for
cultural hitchhiking, low gene transfer rates, is likely satisfied for Y-linked genes, but a reduction in
diversity is less likely for mtDNA, and unlikely for autosomal and X-linked genes. However, Tindale=s
inter-tribal marriage rate of 15% is high compared with results on other modern hunter-gatherers (e.g.
Hill and Hurtado 1996), and if it is also higher than occurred in the late Pleistocene, then cultural
hitchhiking with autosomal or X-linked genes may have been feasible. These arguments should be
considered within the context of considerable debate about how similar the societies of current or recent
human-gatherers are to those of the late Pleistocene (Lewin 1998; O'Connell 1999).
The second condition for cultural hitchhiking is that cultural evolution must have been reasonably
rapid, changing mean fitness by more than about 0.3-2.8% per generation. This is undoubtedly true for
recent humans, but as noted above, it is unclear how far back in pre-history the condition holds.
The final principal restriction on cultural hitchhiking is that inter-tribe cultural assimilation rates
must be reasonably low. There is some evidence that it is low in current aboriginal populations. Among
African societies, demic diffusion—the movement of people with distinctive cultures—seems to have
been a more important determinant of most cultural practices than cultural assimilation (Guglielmino et al.
1995; Hewlett et al. 2002). The metapopulation model used in this paper employs a form of cultural
diffusion.
What kinds of cultural innovations could produce the effects described by the model? Much
attention has been devoted to those that involved objects and left archaeological traces, such as fire,
tools and weapons. These may have given their innovators substantial, and sometimes overwhelming,
fitness advantages, but they also occurred rarely and may have had high assimilation rates between tribes.
Thus, except in very rare cases of highly-advantageous Αkiller innovations≅, such material cultures seem
unlikely to have driven cultural hitchhiking. Better candidates may be those concerning social structure
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and foraging strategies. These commonly vary between tribes, show substantial evolution, can result in
substantial differences in fitness, especially when different types are in competition (Bettinger and
Baumhoff 1982), but, because they generally relate to communal behavior, are less easily assimilated and
tend to be stable over many generations (Hewlett et al. 2002).
In conclusion, given what is known about late Pleistocene human societies, it is possible that
cultural hitchhiking has substantially reduced the diversity of some genes. The Y-chromosome markers
are especially good candidates because of the low rates of transfer between cultural tribes, and they
show particularly low diversity and short coalescence times (Seielstad et al. 1999; Shen et al. 2000;
Thomson et al. 2000; Underhill et al. 2000). However, cultural hitchhiking may have also contributed to
the low diversity of human mtDNA (Gagneux et al. 1999; Vigilant et al. 1991). We can envisage the
cultural hitchhiking occurring over virtually the entire human population at a time when it was reasonably
small and geographically continuous. This could have produced a Αmitochondrial Eve≅ or ΑYchromosome Adam≅ who possessed, and whose descendants possessed and perhaps accumulated,
cultural attributes conferring fitness advantages. Cultural hitchhiking could also have been important for
segments of the human population. For instance, episodes of relatively recent cultural hitchhiking, rather
than population bottlenecks, might have reduced mtDNA diversity in some populations of current huntergatherers, so masking the signals of earlier population expansion which Excoffier and Schneider (1999)
expected but did not find. The model shows that the effects of cultural hitchhiking are unpredictable,
perhaps explaining some of the discordances between loci and geographical regions in recent studies on
human genes (Harpending and Rogers 2001).
A variety of statistics and displays, including frequency spectra of mutations and mismatch
distributions, have recently been used to infer human evolutionary history from genetic data (Harpending
et al. 1998). It would be useful to examine how they are affected by cultural hitchhiking. Perhaps even
more valuable for assessing the feasibility of cultural hitchhiking in human evolution would be improved
knowledge of inter-tribe gene and cultural flows among late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers, as well as the
processes and results of inter-tribe competition.
Our model does not prove that cultural hitchhiking has reduced human genetic diversity.
However, it suggests that cultural evolution and cultural selection should be considered along with
population bottlenecks and genetic selection as a potential cause of anomalously low genetic diversity.
Cultural evolution and cultural selection are known and important elements in the emergence of modern
humans, so that, in contrast to explanations for low diversity invoking population bottlenecks or selection
on what were previously thought to be neutral genes, no new factor is invoked.
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APPENDIX
In addition to the original set of parameters, and model variants, described in the Methods section, other
parameter sets and variants of the model (all without cultural assimilation, a=0) were used to explore the
sensitivity of the model, and the robustness of its results:
a) a variety of mutation rates (including µ= 2.10-5, 2.10-3/generation; s=6; P=60; f=0.2; m=0.01;
?=0.025, 0.05, 0.10 and s=0.5);
b) larger tribes (P=540; s=6; f=0.2; µ= 2.10-4/generation; m=0.01; and ?=0.025, 0.05, 0.10
and s=0.1 and 0.5);
c) a larger array of 100 square habitats (s= 10, f=0.2; µ= 2.10-4/generation; P=60; m=0.01;
?=0.025, 0.05, 0.10 and s=0.5);
d) lower (f=0.1) and higher (f=0.3) levels of competition for resources between neighboring
tribes (s=6, 10; µ= 2.10-4/generation; P=60; m=0.01; ?=0.025, 0.05, 0.10 and s=0.5);
e) a lower level of connectivity between habitats, so that diagonally adjacent habitats are not
considered neighbors, each tribe having a maximum of four neighboring tribes rather than 8 (and
Α8≅ is replaced by Α4≅ in equation 2; s=6; f=0.2; µ= 2.10-4/generation; P=60; m=0.01;
?=0.025, 0.05, 0.10 and s=0.5).
Some results of the original runs of the model and these additional ones are summarized in Figs
3-5. Fig. 3 indicates that, with a given set of non-cultural parameters and no cultural assimilation among
tribes, the reduction in genetic diversity due to cultural hitchhiking is well expressed by the product of the
frequency and magnitude of cultural innovations (?.s). Similarly, in Fig. 4, when cultural parameters are
held constant, the effect of demographic parameters is quite well described by the mean number of genes
transferring from a tribe in each generation (Nm=P.m=, the product of the mean tribe size and the
migration rate).
Most of the other changes to the model, or its parameters, made only moderate changes to the
pattern of reduction in genetic diversity with cultural evolution rate (Fig. 5). Reductions in genetic
diversity were similar whether there were 36 or 100 habitats, and whatever the mutation rate used.
However, the reduction in genetic diversity was somewhat greater when inter-tribal competition for
resources (f) was increased, and somewhat less when tribes had fewer neighbors or inter-tribal
competition was reduced (Fig. 5).
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Table 1. Ranges of model parameters required to obtain different rates of cultural hitchhiking
(>50% reduction in genetic diversity over 200 generations). In each case beneficial levels of the other
parameters, as in column 3, are assumed.
Cultural hitchhiking:
Parameter:

Innovations :

>80% of
runs

>50% of
runs

>20% of
runs

Gene transfers per tribe per
generation (m=)

Positive/negative

<~0.6

<~2

<~10

Positive

<~1.0

<~5

<~15

Cultural evolution rate per
generation (?.s)

Positive/negative

>~0.028

>~0.013

>~0.008

Positive

>~0.013

>~0.008

>~0.003

Cultural assimilation rate /
Cultural innovation rate

Positive/negative

<~0.25

<~0.5

<~2.0

Positive

<~0.3

<~1.0

<~2.0
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Captions for Figures
Figure 1. Contour surfaces of genetic diversity after 200 generations of cultural evolution in an array of
hunter-gatherer tribes (as a proportion of its initial value) with the number of genes transferring between
tribes per generation (Nm) and the cultural evolution rate, for the case in which innovations could have
positive or negative effects on fitness (left) and when effects were just positive (right) (parameter
combinations as in Methods section, with no cultural assimilation between tribes).
Figure 2. Mean genetic diversity after 200 generations of cultural evolution (as a proportion of its initial
value) plotted against the importance of cultural assimilation relative to cultural innovation in determining
fitness, for the case in which innovations could have positive or negative effects on fitness (>∀=,
?.s=0.05/generation) and when effects were just positive (>+=, s=0.0125/generation). (All simulations
with P=60; m=0.01; f=0.2; µ= 2.10-4/generation.)
Figure 3. Mean genetic diversity after 200 generations of cultural evolution (as a proportion of its initial
value) plotted against the rate of cultural evolution (?.s) for four frequencies of cultural innovation (?)
(simulations with s=6; P=60; f=0.2; m=0.01; µ=2.10-4/generation; all combinations of ?=0.025, 0.05,
0.10 and s=0.02, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0).
Figure 4. Mean genetic diversity after 200 generations of cultural evolution (as a proportion of its initial
value) plotted against the number of genes transferring out of, or into, a tribe per generation (Nm) for
different tribe sizes (simulations with s=6; f=0.2; ?.s=0.05/generation).
Figure 5. Mean genetic diversity after 200 generations of cultural evolution (as a proportion of its initial
value) plotted against the rate of cultural evolution (?.s/generation) for the initial model (as specified in
the methods section) and parameters (>∀=) or variants of it with: a lower (4 rather than 8) number of
neighboring tribes (>x=); just positive cultural innovations (>+=); lower (>↔=, f=0.1) or higher (>♠=,
f=0.3) rates of intertribal competition for resources; and higher (>←=, µ= 2.10-3/generation) and lower
(>↑=, µ= 2.10-5/generation) mutation rates. Runs with 100 habitats (s=10), rather than the standard 36
(s=6), are shown by enlarged symbols. Points are slightly jittered so they do not overlay one another.
(All simulations with P=60; m=0.01.)
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